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25MM (1") X 1067MM (42") BELT & 200MM (8") DISC SANDER 50-144

BY RIKON

Belt & Disc Sanders are ideal combination machines for

tackling a variety of surfacing and shaping needs on projects.

Taking up little space in your shop, these portable sanders

can be easily stored away when not in use. Their rotating

Discs use easy-to-apply pressure-sensitive adhesive-backed

(PSA) sandpaper, and their work tables offer great control for

touching up board ends, rounding off corners, or sanding

small parts. The Belts provide similar sanding functions as

the discs, with some additional advantages. The 1” wide belts

surface only smaller materials, but their rear support platens

can be removed to allow flexing of the belts for working

curved and deep areas on projects. The bigger 4” belts run

on wide frames and are best for sanding larger board faces

and edges. 1” belt and disc tables adjust for sanding angles

and have slots for use with miter gauges. The 51-200 is for

disc sanding only, where its generous 12” size has countless

uses for finishing work.

The 50-144 Belt & Disc Sander is a more powerful

combination machine for larger surfacing projects. Its scaled-

up design with cast iron frame and tables are made for

heavier duty work. Large handles make adjusting table

angles easy.

Features

Cast Iron & Steel Construction 

Belt Size 1″ x 42″ 

Belt Tilts 0 – 45°

8″ Disc Diameter 

Dual Cast Iron Tables

SKU Option Part # Price

9700045 50-144 $579

Model

Type Belt & Disc Sander

SKU 9700045

Part Number 50-144

Barcode 09700045

Brand Rikon

Size
25mm (1") x 1067mm (42")

Belt & 200mm (8") Disc

Technical - Main

Power Source 240V 50Hz Single Phase

Dimensions

Product Weight (Net Weight) 27 kg

Country of Origin

Manufactured in China

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Length 520 mm

Shipping Width 340 mm

Shipping Height 400 mm

Shipping Weight (Gross) 29.0 kg

Shipping Notes

This product is classified as

'Heavy / Oversized' and

generally does not qualify for

FREE SHIPPING.
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